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Ray-categories have appeared in the investigations of finitely repre-
w xsented algebras 1 . In the first half of the 1980s, many articles were aimed
at the determination of a ``standard'' form of finitely represented algebras
best suited to compute their representations. This conception goes back at
w xleast to 2 . The final definition is based on the notion of the ray-category
w x1 , and it is remarkable that standard algebra has also the best structure
 .multiplicative basis , moreover, the structure of algebra keeps here in the
foreground. Ray-categories were used also to describe some classes of
w xinfinitely represented algebras 5 .
Ray-categories give rise to distributive algebras more precisely, to
.respective distributive spectroids . The necessary definitions are given and
discussed in Section 1.
The main aim of this article is a generalization of the ``vanishing''
w x.theorem 1, 1.12 . This theorem of a pure structural formulation ranges
ray-categories corresponding to practically all finitely represented algebras
and plays an important role in the derivation of an algebra to the standard
form.
The generalization abandons some conditions, which are typical for
finitely represented algebras, the formulation of the theorem is given in
Section 2. Technical notions and key partial cases are considered in
Sections 3 and 4; Section 5 completes the proof of the theorem.
* E-mail address: dmytrenk@math.udel.edu.
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1. RAY-CATEGORIES AND DISTRIBUTIVE SPECTROIDS
w x.1.1 A ray-category is a category P with the following properties 1, 4 :
 .R1 The objects of P form a set and are pairwise not isomorphic.
 .  .  .R2 There is a necessarily unique family 0 of zero-mor-x y x, y g P
phisms 0 s 0 : x ª y such that m0 s 0 and 0n s 0 whenever this makesx y
sense.
 .  .  4  .  4R3 For each x g P, P x, y s 0 , and P y, x s 0 for almost all
y g P.
 .  .R4 For all x g P, P x, x is a cyclic semigroup with nilpotent
 ky1 k 4generator r, i.e., of the form 1, r, . . . , r , r s 0 .
 .  . R5 For all x, y g P, P x, y is cyclic s generated by one ele-
.  .  .ment over P x, x or over P y, y .
 .R6 mn s mrn / 0 implies that r is an identity.
 .  4  .  .Suppose that P x, y / 0 is cyclic over P y, y , and P y, y is gener-
 .  ny1 n 4ated by r. Then P x, y s m, mr, . . . , mr / 0, mr s 0 for some
generator m and n G 1. Ray-category P satisfies the following cancellation
low: if l, m, n , p are morphisms of P, then mn s mp / 0 implies n s p ,
and mn s ln / 0 implies m s l.
w x1.2. Let k be a field. k-category S is called spectroid 4 if the objects
 .of S form a set and pairwise nonisomorphic, the ring S X, X is local for
 .all X g S , and S X, Y is finite-dimensional for all X, Y g S . Radical
Rad S of the spectroid S is the ideal formed by all noninvertible
morphisms of S .
 .  4Spectroid S is locally bounded if for each x g S , S x, y s 0 , and
 .  4S y, x s 0 for almost all y g S .
Locally bounded spectroid S is distributi¨ e if the lattice of ideals of S
wis distributive. This condition is equivalent to the following 4, Lemma
x.  . w x n x13.2 : for each x g S , S x, x is isomorphic to k t rt for some n G 1,x
 .  .and for all x, y g S , S x, y is a cyclic module over S x, x or over
 .  .  .  .S y, y . Thus, if S x, y is generated by m over S y, y and Rad S y, y
 n4  .is generated by r, then m, mr, . . . , mr form a basis of Rad S x, y ,
n where n is the maximal number such that mr / 0 compare with ray-cat-
.egories, 1.1 .
 .A morphism m of locally bounded spectroid S has depth d m s n if it
belongs to Radn S but not to Radnq1 S .
1.3. LEMMA. Locally bounded spectroid S is distributi¨ e if and only if
 n  . nq1  ..dim Rad S x, y rRad S x, y F 1 for all x, y g S and n g N.k
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 .Proof. If S is distributive, the statement is evident see 1.2 .
 .  .Conversely, if Rad S x, x / 0, then arbitrary r such that Rad S x, x
2  .  .2 r / 0 mod Rad S x, x generates Rad S x, x .
 .  .If S x, y / 0, choose m such that Rad S x, y 2 m / 0
2  .  .mod Rad S x, y . Let s be a generator of Rad S x, x , let t be a
 .generator of Rad S y, y . We can suppose sm / 0 / mt and, say, mt / 0
3  . 3  .mod Rad S x, y . Then sm s cmt or 0 mod Rad S x, y , c g k. Thus,
 . 3  .  . w x  .sm s mF t mod Rad S x, y for some F t g k t such that F 0 s 0.
 . lq1  .  . w x  .But if sm s mF t mod Rad S x, y , where F t g k t , F 0 s 0, and
 . l i lyi lq2  .l G 2, then sm s mF t q  b s mt mod Rad S x, y , b g k.is0 i i
p py1  . p . lq2  .Then s m s s mF t s ??? s mF t mod Rad S x, y , b g k, 1i
l i ly i Ä .  .F p F l , a n d sm s m F t q  b m F t t s m Fis 0 i
lq2 Ä Ä .  .  . w x  .t mod Rad S x, y , F t g k t , and F 0 s 0. Induction by l yields
 .  . w xsm s mG t , G t g k t .
ª .1.4. Let S be a distributive spectroid. For m g S x, y , denote by m
ªthe equivalence class of m with respect to relation induced by d: m s
 < 4smt s and t are automorphisms . These classes give rise to the ray-cate-
ª
gory S attached to S .
ª ª ª .  <  .4  .Let Obj S s Obj S , S x, y s m m g S x, y . Given m g S x, y ,
 .  .  .n g S y, z , we have either m Rad S y, y n ; Rad S x, x mn q
 .  . w x.mn Rad S z, z , or mn g m Rad S y, y n 1, 1.7 . In the first case set
ª6ªª ªª .mn s mn this is independent of the representatives , and mn s 0 in the
second.
n .Recall the definition of the cohomology groups H P, Z of a ray-cate-
w x.gory P in an Abelian group Z 1, 1.10 .
Denote by C P, n G 1 the formal Z-linear combinations of composablen
 .sequences s , . . . , s of morphisms of P such that s ??? s / 0. Differ-1 n 1 n
ential d : C P ª C P is defined byn n ny1
ny1
id s , . . . , s s s , . . . , s q y1 s , . . . , s , s s , . . . , s .  .  .  .n 1 n 2 n 1 iy1 i iq1 n
is1
nq y1 s , . . . , s . .  .1 ny1
 4The family C P s C P, d is a chain-complex. Cohomology groups
v n n
n .H P, Z of a ray-category P in an Abelian group Z are the cohomology
v .  .groups of the cochain-complex C P, Z s Hom C P, Z .Z v
 4 n .Set k* s k _ 0 . H P, k* provides a connection between ray-category
P and the respective distributive spectroid.
ªn .The group H S , k* contains a canonical class defined in the following
ª .  .way. For each nonzero ray r g S x, y , choose a representative g r g
 .  .S x, y . Then each pair r, s of rays with nonzero composition provides a
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 .  .  .  .  .coefficient c r, s g k* such that g r g s y c r, s g rs belongs to the
 .radical of the bimodule S generated by g rs .g  r s.
2 .Conversely, for an arbitrary ray-category P and 2-cocycle f g H P, k* ,
f  . f  .one can attach a distributive spectroid k P . Set Obj k P s Obj P and
f  . .  .  .k P x, y s kP x, y rk 0 , where kP x, y denotes the vector spacex y
 .  .freely generated by P x, y . The set of nonzero ``rays'' r g P x, y is
ff  . .  .identified with a basis of k P x, y , and the composition m, n ¬ m n?
ff  .  .of k P is defined on this basis: r s s c r, s rs if 0 / rs g P, and?
f f  .r s s 0 if 0 s rs. k P is a distributive spectroid with ray-category P. The?
f  .cocycle condition provides the associativity of the composition of k P ,
f d g . . f  .and for each coboundary d g, k P is isomorphic to k P .
ª1w x  .By 1 , a distributive spectroid S is called standard if S , k S . For
some classes of ray-categories, each distributive spectroid S with ray-cate-
f  .  w x w x.gory P is isomorphic to k P see 1 and 4, Theorem 13.10 . It holds, in
particular, for the ray-categories of finitely represented spectroids.
2. ZIGZAGS AND ONE-SIDED POINTS
 42.1. A chain z s s , . . . , s ; x , . . . , x of a ray-category P is a se-1 n 0 n
quence of nonzero morphisms s , . . . , s such that s g P x ,1 n 2 iy1 2 iy2
.  .x , s g P x , x and each s has no left or right factor among2 iy1 2 i 2 i 2 iy1 i
the neighbors; i.e., none of the equations s s js , s s js , s si iq1 iq1 i i
s j , s s s j has a solution j in P whenever this makes sense,iq1 iq1 i
s s s s s1 2 3 4 5
x ª x ¤ x ª x ¤ x ª ??? x .0 1 2 3 4 n
A zigzag is an infinite chain, i.e., an infinite sequence s , s , . . . satisfying1 2
 4the previous conditions. A zigzag z will be called finite if the set x isi
finite.
w x.Let Q s Q be a quiver of a ray-category P 1, 1.13a . Denote by QP ¨
 .  .the set of vertices of Q, by Q the set of arrows, by t a and h a the taila
and the head of the arrow a ; analogously, define the preceding notions for
È .  .a chain z: set t z s x , h z s x . Double qui¨ er Q of a quiver Q is0 n
È q y È q < 4  .defined in the following way: Q s x , x x g Q , Q s Q , t a s xÈ¨ ¨ a a Q
 .  . y  .if t a s x and h a s x if h a s x. The following lemma providesÈQ Q Q
a lot of examples of zigzags.
LEMMA. Let P be a ray-category. If there exists a full subcategory P9 of P
Èsuch that the qui¨ er Q contains a cycle, then P contains a zigzag.P 9
 < 4Proof. If P9 is a full subcategory of P, and z s s i g Z is a cycle ofi
ªÈ  4double quiver Q , then for s , equations mentioned in the definition ofP 9 i
ª ª .  .  .chain 2.1 have no solutions in P9 because d s s d s s 1, henceP 9 i P 9 iq1
there are no solutions in P. Obviously, if P9 is finite, then z is so.
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n .2.2. THEOREM. Let P be a zigzag-free ray-category. Then H P, Z s 0
for each Abelian group Z and n G 2.
w xReduction of the theorem. Profit a part of the proof 1, Section 10 ,
which does not use additional assumptions.
 .a Let P be an infinite ray-category. For a finite set S of points of
 .P, denote by I the ideal of P formed by morphisms m g P x, y such thatS
 .  .P s, x mP y, t s 0 for all s, t g S. Such sets S provide an infinite inverse
system of residue-categories ??? ª P ª P such that P , lim P , where2 1 kk6P s PrI , and I s I for some S. The projections P ª P inducek k k S kq1 k
injections C P ª C P , and isomorphisms lim C P , C P andp k p kq1 p k pk6
p plim H P , H P. Thus, we can assume that P is finite. Note that thiskk6 w  .xconsideration holds for p s 2 that is useless in 1, see 10.7 .
p p . w x  .  .b By 1, 10.5]10.6 , H P, Z , H P, Z for p G 3, where P s
 .Prm for some morphism m g P x, y such that rm s 0 s ms whenever
p .r / 1 and s / 1 . Therefore, if P is finite, then by induction, H P, Zx y
s 0 for p G 3.
Thus, the theorem is reduced to the following one.
2 .THEOREM9. Let P be a finite zigzag-free ray-category. Then H P, Z s 0
for each Abelian group Z.
2.3. Let P be a ray-category. Two paths p, q of Q are interlacedP
 .  .notation p ; q if p, q belongs to the equivalence relation generated by
 .the following relation R: p, q g R iff there are paths u, p , q , ¨ such1 1
ª ªthat u, ¨ are not both identical and p s up ¨ , q s uq ¨ , p s q / 0. A1 1 1 1
ª ª .contour of P is a pair p, q of two paths p and q such that p s q / 0.
 .  .  .The contour q, p is re¨erse to p, q . A contour c s p, q is essential if
 .  .p and q are noninterlaced; p, q is starting stopping at the point x if p
and q are so.
Let Z be an Abelian group. A Z-¨alued contour-function on P is a map
 .  .  .assigning a value c p, q g Z to each contour p, q and satisfying c p, q
 .  .  .  .  .q c q, r s c p, r and c sp, sq s c p, q s c pt, qt whenever this
makes sense. The contour-function c is exact if there is a Z-valued
function a which is defined on the arrows of P and satisfies c a ??? a ,1 s
. s  . t  .b . . . b s  a a y  a b . In this case we will simply write1 t is1 i js1 j
c s d a.
w x.  .THEOREM 1, 8.2 . Let P be a ray-category, K P the group of Z-¨alued
 .contour-functions on P, E P the subgroup of exact contour-functions. Then
 .  . 2 .K P rE P , H P, Z .
2.4. The full subcategory of a ray-category P formed by all points of P
except x will be denoted by P . A point x of a ray-category P is one-sidedx
if at most one arrow is starting or at most one arrow is stopping at x.
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Let c be a Z-valued function defined on the contours of P, and let cx
 .be the restriction of c on the contours of P . Obviously, if c g K P , thenx
 .c g K P ; denote this map by F : c ¬ c .x x x x
For a path of Q , we denote the corresponding path of Q by the sameP Px
letter, when it is clear which quiver is mentioned, so that, in general, for an
arrow a g Q , a g Q may be a path. Let x be a one-sided point of P,P Px
 .  .  .  .E P 2 c s d a. Then c g E P . Indeed, set a a s a a if a is anx x x ªª ª .  .  .arrow of Q , and a a s a b q a g if a s bg for some arrowsP x
b , g g Q . For any path p s a ??? a g P such that p s b ??? b g P,P 1 s x 1 t
s  . t  .we have  a a s  a b , thus, c s d a . Denote the restrictionis1 x i js1 j x x
 .of F on E P by C .x x
LEMMA. Let P be a ray-category, let x be a one-sided point of P. Then Fx
and C are epimorphisms.x
Proof. Suppose that at most one arrow is stopping at x, and let
 .  .  .c g K P . Construct c g K P such that F c s c.Ã Ãx x
There is no essential contour stopping at x.
 .Suppose that an essential contour p, q is starting at x. If there is a
 .contour rp, rq , then there exists an arrow a starting at y / x and
 .  .stopping at x, and we set in this case c p, q s c a p, a q . Otherwise, setÃ
 .c p, q s 0.Ã
 .  .Finally, for all other contours set c p, q s c p, q .Ã
Remark. For the ray-categories P and P given by their quivers Qx P
and Q , in Fig. 1, the map F is not surjective. Note, however, that QP xx 6 6 6 66
 .contains zigzag ab , db , dg , ag , ab , . . . . Actually, in zigzag-free
ray-category, F is epimorphism for any point x, but we do not use thisx
statement, which is complementary to the preceding lemma.
2.5. Denote Ker F by K x and denote Ker C by E x.x x
LEMMA. Let x be a one-sided point of a ray-category P, let Z be an
x x 2 . 2 .Abelian group. If K s E , then H P, Z , H P , Z .x
FIGURE 1
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w x  .  . 2 .Proof. According to 1, 8.2 , K P rE P , H P, Z . In the following
diagram Q x is the restriction of Q on E x, FX is induced by F . Obviously,x x
the map DP is passing through K xrE x. Hence,
0 0 0
6 6 6
Cxx6 6 6 6 .  .0 E E P E P 0x
6 6 6
x QQ




Fxx x 2 26 6 6 6 .  .0 K rE H P, Z H P , Z 0x
6 6 6
0 0 0
Thus, we have a commutative diagram with exact columns and two
upper rows, therefore, the lower row is exact too.
3. HOOKS: STAPLES AND CROOKS
From now on P is a zigzag-free ray-category. Our strategy is to collect
``nonessential'' points using the lemmas of Section 2, i.e., to find out points
2 . 2 .x such that H P, Z , H P , Z .x
 . <  . <3.1. EXAMPLES. a Assume x g P, P x, x s 2, and there is at most
<  . < <  . <one point y / x such that P x, y q P y, x ) 2. In this case, all essen-
tial contours of P lie completely in P , and K x s 0.x
 . <  . <b x, y, and z are pairwise different points such that P x, x s 2,
<  . < <  . < <  . < <  . <P y, x ) 1, P x, z ) 1, and P t, x s 1 s P x, u , if t / y, u / z.
Then there is no essential contour starting or stopping at x, hence K x s 0.
3.2. A tackle of P is a chain whose last morphism is irreducible, the
arrow associated with this morphism is called a hook. It will be called a
crook, if this arrow is a loop, and is called a staple otherwise. The efficiency
 4  .   .  ..of a chain z s s , . . . , s is the word e z s d s , . . . , d s . Chains1 n 1 n
starting at the point y are naturally ordered by the lexicographic order of
 4  X X X4words. For the tackles z s s , . . . , s , s and z9 s s , . . . , s , s ,1 ny1 n 1 ny1 n
 .  .  .  X X .set additionally e z ) e z9 if e s , . . . , s s e s , . . . , s , and the1 ny1 1 ny1
hook of z is a staple, whereas the hook of z9 is a crook. A tackle starting
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at the point y is efficient if it has maximal efficiency among the tackles
starting at y.
Furthermore, assume that s and z are stopping at the same point x
every time an efficient tackle z with a hook s appears. This assumption
implies n is odd but does not lead to loss of generality because for every
statement, where we have to deal with a hook of an efficient tackle, there
are two evidently similar ones for odd and even n. A hook of an efficient
2 . 2 .tackle z will be called a clench if H P, Z , H P , Z .x
If an efficient tackle z is stopping at the point x, then x is a one-sided
point, otherwise, the chain can be continued by an arrow, and we get a
contradiction to the efficiency of z. Such points play a central role in the
proof of the theorem; the following lemma and a similar one with
 .  ..h z s t t brings out a convenience of their using.
w x.  .LEMMA 1, 8.4 . Let t be a hook of an efficient tackle z stopping at h t .
 .Suppose that ¨ , w is an essential contour and that ¨ s pt u. Then p is an
identical path.
Remark. Let t be a hook of an efficient tackle stopping at the point x,
 .let b be an arrow starting at x, and let b u, ¨ be an essential contour.
Assume that ¨ is passing through b , i.e., ¨ s ¨ tb ¨ for some paths ¨1 2 1
and ¨ . If t is a staple, then ¨ is an identical path, and t is starting at x,2 1
 .a contradiction. If t is a crook, ¨ is also an identical path, and b u, ¨ s1
 k .b u, t b ¨ for some k.2
3.3. Nonzero morphisms starting at x g P form a partially ordered set
ªª ª ª ªª ª ªxrP such that s F t iff t s sr for some r. If two morphisms a and b
ª ªª ªare starting at the point x, we write a )- b , if a and b are incomparable
in xrP. Because P is zigzag-free, xrP is chainless, i.e., contains no subsets
ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª 4of the form s - s ) s - ??? - s ) s s s - s s s ,1 2 3 2 n 2 nq1 1 2 nq2 2
ª ªwhere s and s are incomparable for 1 F i F 2n. In this case, twoi iq2ª ªelements b , g , which have a common upper bound in xrP, must have a
ª ª w x.common supremum b k g 1, 8.5 .
Let B s B be a collection of some arrows starting at the point x g P.xª ª ª ªªk B k < 4  < 4Set B s b b g B , B s b k g b , g g B , and S s B j B ;
xrP. Because xrP is chainless, S B is so. Denote by s= the upper cone of
B =  B < 4 k =the point s g S : s s t g S t G s . If s g B , then s is linearly
ª ªª ordered. Indeed, if s s b k g , s - s , s - s , and s )- s , then b - s )1 2 1 2 1ªª 4g - s ) b is a chain.2
Let A be a subset of S B consisting of pairwise incomparable points.
D B D  B < 4Denote by s the lower cone of the point s g S : s s t g S t F s . If
ªD Ds , s g A, and s / s , then s l s ; B. On the other hand, each pair of1 2 1 2 1 2 ª ªarrows b / g has at most one s g A such that b F s and g F s, namely,
ª ªs G b k g if the last morphism exists. Thus, if s, t g A and s / t, then
ªD D D D< <s l t F 1, and s l t ; B.
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Define a graph G : consider points of A as vertices of G ; twoA, B A, B
< D D <vertices s and t are connected iff s l t s 1.
LEMMA. G is a forest.A, B
Proof. Indeed, if G contains a cycle, then there exists a sequenceA, B
s , . . . , s , s s s of morphisms of B k such that for each pair s , s ,1 m mq1 1 i iq1ª D D1 F i F m, there is an arrow b with b g s l s , and we obtain thei i i iq1ª ª ª ª 4chain b - s ) b - ??? - s ) b s b .1 1 2 m m 1
3.4. With the previous notations, denote by K x ; K x the group gener-B
 . < 4ated by contour-functions c with supp c s b s, g t b , g g B , where
 . x xb s, g t is an essential contour, and by E ; E the group generated byB
 < 4 x xexact contour-functions a with supp a s g g g B . Evidently, E ; K .B B
LEMMA. If an efficient tackle is stopping at the point x, and B does not
contain a loop, then K x rE x s 0.B B
Proof. Suppose that for b , g g B there exists an essential contour
ª ªª ª ª ª .p, q such that p s b p , q s g q , and p s q / b k g . We have b k g1 1ª ª ªªª ª ª ª ª ª ª .s b s s g t, and because xrP is chainless, b k g F p s q, i.e., b k g u
ª ªs p s q for some path u. It yields p s b p ; b su ; g tu ; g q s q if u1 1
 .is nontrivial path. Thus, it is enough to show that c p, q s d a for
ªª ª ª .contours p, q such that p s q s b k g for some b , g g B.
Denote by A the set of maximal points of S B. Let s g A, c g K x . SetBª D < 4 < < < <B s b b g B, b g s . For any subset T ; B , T s B y 1, one cans s s
define an exact contour-function a g E x such that supp a : T and c y d aB
ª ª .  4vanishes on all contours u, ¨ , u s ¨ F s. Indeed, if B s b , . . . , b ,s 1 kªª  4  .  .b u s s, and, say, T s b , . . . , b , set a b s c b u , b u for 1 F ji i 1 ky1 j j j k k
- k, and a s 0 for all other arrows. Then for an essential contour
ª ª ª ª ª ª ªª ª . b ¨ , b ¨ with b ¨ s b ¨ s b k b , we have b k b F s, i.e., b ki i j j i i j j i j i j i
ª ª ªª ª ª.b w s b u s b u for some path w, and taking into account remark 3.2,j i i j j
 .  .  .  .c b ¨ , b ¨ s c b ¨ w, b ¨ w s c b ¨ w, b u q c b u , b ¨ w si i j j i i j j i i i i i i j j
 .  .  .  .  .c ¨ w, u qc b u , b u qc b u , b ¨ w sc b u , b u s c b u , b ui i i i j j j j j j i i j j i i k k
 .  .  .yc b u , b u s a b y a b .j j k k i j
< <We finish the proof by induction on B . Any connected component of
G being a tree contains a point y, which is connected with at most oneA, B ª
other point y9. Let b , . . . , b g B and, say, b is shared by y9. Then1 s y s
 4there exists an exact contour-function a such that supp a s B _ b andy s
ª ª .c9 s c y d a vanishes on all the contours of p, q such that p s q F y,
and we obtain the same task for the set B9 s B _ B and contour-func-y
< < < <tion c9, where B9 - B .
 . 3.5. Let a be a staple. An essential contour of the form ab , s and a
.reverse one will be called a small a-contour if b is an arrow, and there is6
 .no an essential contour of the form b t, u such that ab t / 0.
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LEMMA. Let a be a staple of the efficient tackle z s s , . . . , s ;1 n
ª x x4x , . . . , x s x , a s s , B the set of arrows starting at x, and c g K rK .0 n n B
ª 4Then there exists a staple a 9 of the efficient tackle z9 s s , . . . , s , a 91 ny1
 4and an exact contour-function a such that supp a s a 9 and the contour-
function c y d a ¨anishes on all small a 9-contours.
Proof. Denote by H the set of arrows x such that x is a staple of the
ª ªk 4efficient tackle s , . . . , s , x , and by H the set of morphisms w such1 ny1
 .that there exists a small a-contour of the form a s, a 9s9 , where a , a 9 g H66
ª ª ª ª k kand a s s a 9s9 s w, By 3.4, w s a k a 9, therefore H ; H .
kDenote by A the set of maximal points of H j H . Because A consists
of pairwise incomparable points, graph G is a forest by Lemma 3.3.A, H
Choose a connected sequence s , . . . , s of points of G such that s1 k A, H 1
and s are extreme points. Suppose that k ) 1, then s and s arek 1 k
connected only with s and s , respectively. Let a , . . . , a be a se-2 ky1 0 k
ª ª quence of staples such that a F s and a F s for 1 F i F k y 1 thesei i i iq1
ª ª ª ª.arrows are uniquely determined by 3.3 , a / a F s and a / a F s .1 0 1 ky1 k k
 .Then a m , a n are small contours for some paths m , n , 0 F i Fi i iq1 iq1 i iq1
k y 1. We claim that one of a , a satisfies the requirements for a 9.0 k
 .Suppose that there are a small a -contour of the form a w , g x and0 0 0 0 0
 .a small a -contour a w , g x , where the arrows g and g are notk k k k k 0 k
ª ª ª ª ª ªhooks: s s g h s g h . w being irreducible does not permit m tony1 0 0 k k 0 0
ª ª ª ªbe its left factor, and n is not a left factor of w . Show that a w s s F sk k 0 0 0 1
ª ª  .or a w s s F s see Fig. 2 .k k kq1 k
Assume the contrary: s )- s and s )- s . Because w and w are0 1 kq1 k 0 k
ª ª ª ª .  .arrows, x resp., x is not a right factor of w resp., w , and because0 k 0 k
ª ª .  .  .contours a w , g x and a w , g x are essential, w resp., w is0 0 0 0 k k k k 0 k
ª ª ª ª .not a right factor of x resp., x . m is not a right factor of n ,0 k i iq1ªª ªotherwise, if jm s n , then a n ; a jm ; a m . Analogously,i iq1 iq1 iq1 iq1 i i i
ª ª ªn is not a right factor of m . Because s and s are incomparable, miq1 i i iq1 i
ª ª ªis not a left factor of n as well as n is not a left factor of m .i i i
ª ª ª ª ª ª ª 4Therefore, we have the chain w , m , n , m , . . . , m , n , w ``fastening''0 0 1 1 k k k
by the assumptions; i.e., we show that this chain can be completed to a
ª ªª ª ª ª ª ªzigzag. x is not a left factor of h , otherwise, if x j s h , then a w j s0 0 0 0 0 0ªª ª ª ª ªg x j s g h s s , a contradiction. Analogously, x is not a left factor0 0 0 0 ny1 k
ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª 4of h . Finally, g / g , otherwise, x , w , m , n , m , . . . , m , n , w , x isk 0 k 0 0 0 1 1 k k k k
ªa zigzag if x and x are comparable, then there exists a morphism x0 k
ª ª ª ª ª. such that x ) a and x ) a . It remains to consider whether h resp.,0 k 0
ª ª ª.  .h is a left factor of x resp., x .k 0 k
ªª ª ª ª .a Assume that h z s x , whereas h is not a left factor of x .0 0 0 k k6 6




ª ªª ª ª ª ª ªIndeed, g h z s g h z s g x / 0, therefore, h z / 0. If h z sk k 0 0 0 0 0 0 k 0 k 0ª ª ª ªª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ªjw , then g jw s g h z s g x s a w , and g j s a , a contradic-0 k 0 k k 0 0 0 0 0 k 06
ª ª ª ª ªª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ªtion. If h z s x j , then a w j s g x j s g h z s g h z s g x . Itk 0 k k k k k k k 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .means that a w , a w j is a small a -contour, hence s and s are0 0 k k 0 1 kª ªª ªconnected, a contradiction. Analogously, if h z j s x , then there exists ak 0 k
ª ª ªsmall a -contour. The assumption ``h is a left factor of x , whereas h isk k k 0
ªnot a left factor of x '' leads to similar considerations.0
ª ª ªª ª ª ª ª . b Now assume that h z s x and h z s x . Then z , w ,0 0 0 k k k 0 0ª ª ª ª ªª ª ª ª ª ª 4m , n , m , . . . , m , n , w , z , z , . . . is zigzag. Indeed, z j s z implies0 1 1 k k k k 0 0 kª ª ª ª ªª ª ª ª ª ª ª ªa w j s a w , and z j s z implies a w j s a w , therefore, in both0 0 k k k 0 k k 0 0
cases s and s are connected.1 k
ª ª ª ª .c Finally, if h and h both are not left factors of x and x ,0 k 0 k
ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª 4respectively, then h , x , w , m , n , m , . . . , m , n , w x , h , h , . . . is0 0 0 0 1 1 k k k k k 06ªª ª ª ª ª ª ªzigzag. Otherwise, if say, h s zh , then g zh s g h s s s g h ,k 0 k 0 k k ny1 0 06 6ªª ª ª ª ª ªand g z s g , therefore, g zx s g x / 0. If x and zx are compara-k 0 k 0 0 0 k 0
ble, then s and s are connected, a contradiction. Hence,0 kq16 6
ª ª ª ª ª ª ª ª 4zx , w , m , n , m , . . . , m , n , w x , zx , . . . is a zigzag.0 0 0 1 1 k k k k 0
 .In the case k s 1, if there exist two small contours a w , g x and0 0 0 0
ª ª ª ª .  4a w , g x , then w and w are comparable. Otherwise, w , w is a0 k k k 0 k 0 k
chain, and we find a zigzag considering the possible cases similar to
 .  .a ] c .
Now we can assume that, say, the staple a is involved in a small0
contour with the only staple a , and if there is another small a -contour1 06 6
 .a w, gx , then a w s gx F s . Let g , . . . , g be the arrows such that0 0 1 1 m
 .there is a small a -contour a w , g x for each i, 1 F i F m, and u be0 0 i i i i6
ª  .  .paths such that a w u s s . Set a a s c a m , a n and a s 0 for all0 i i 1 0 0 0 1 1
 .other arrows. Note that a m , a n is a small a -contour, therefore,0 0 1 1 1
g x u is not passing through a , otherwise, if u s u9a u0, then a m ;i i i 0 i 0 0 0
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 .a w u9a u0, a w u9a u0, a n is an essential contour, and a w u9 is an0 i 0 0 i 0 1 1 0 i
identical path by 3.2. Because c9 vanishes on the contours starting at x,
 .  .  .  .c9 a w , g x s c9 a w u , g x u s c9 a w u , a m q c9 a m , a n0 i i i 0 i i i i i 0 i i 0 0 0 0 1 1
 .q c9 a n , g x u s 0.1 1 i i i
3.6. LEMMA. Let s be a staple of the efficient tackle z s s , . . . , s ;1 n
ª4x , . . . , x s x , s s s . Then there exists a clench s 9 of the efficient tackle0 n n
ª 4z9 s s , . . . , s , s 9 .1 ny1
Proof. Choose s 9: x ª x as in Lemma 3.5. We claim that s 9 is any1
clench.
x  .Let c g K , and an essential contour p, q g supp c. Then, say, p is
passing through s 9: p s p s 9b p . The condition c s 0 implies p s 11 2 x 1 x ny 1
and p s 1 for some y.2 y
 .  .  .If there is no essential contour of the form b s, t , set a b s c p, q ,
 .and a g s 0 for g / b. The contour-function c9 s c y d a vanishes on
 .p, q and coincides with c on all other essential contours. Hence, further
one can consider c9 instead of c.
Let B be the set of arrows b starting at the point x such that there is
 . x x x xan essential contour of the form b s, t . Because K ; K and E s EB B
x  w x .l K , we have the following diagram see, for example, 3 , Section 1 ,B
0 0 0
x x x
x x x x0 ª E ª E ª E rE ª 0B B
x x x
x x x x0 ª K ª K ª K rK ª 0 .B B
x x x
x x x x x x x0 ª K rE ª K rE ª K rE q K ª 0B B B
x x x
0 0 0
x x x  x x .By Lemma 3.4, K rE s 0. Show that K r E q K vanishes too.B B B
x  4By Lemma 3.5, there exists a9 g E such that supp a9 s s 9 and the
contour-function c0 s c9 y d a9 vanishes on all small s 9-contours. But if
 .p, q is not a small s 9-contour, then there exists an essential contour of6
ª ª .  .the form b s, t such that qs s ps s s 9t / 0. In this case c0 p, q s
 .  .  .c0 ps, qs s c0 s 9b s, s 9t q c0 s 9t, qs s 0 taking into account that
 .s 9t, qs is a contour of P .x
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4. LOOP CONTOURS
ª ªk l .4.1. A loop contour is a contour of the form s a , at , where s , a ,
ª  .  .  .and t are generators of P x, x , P x, y , and P y, y , respectively, and
k, l G 1. Obviously, if such contour is essential, at least one of k, l is equal
to 1.
ª ª ª ª ªªk l .Let s a , at be an essential loop contour, s s s 9s 0t s t 9t 0, where
ª ª ª ª ª ª ª 4  4s 9 and t 0 are irreducible. Then s 9, a and a , t 0 are chains. Indeed, a
ªª ª ª ªis not a right factor of t 0 because t 0 is irreducible. If jt 0 s a , then
k k  . ly1 l  k l.s a ; s jt 0 ; at 9 t 0t 9 t 0 s at , and the contour s a , at is not
ª ªessential. The same reasons hold for s 9 and a .
4.2. LEMMA. Let s be a crook of the efficient tackle z s s , . . . , s ;1 n
ª k l.  .x , . . . , x s x , s s s , and s a , at a loop contour. Then k s 1.0 n n
ª ª ª 4Proof. Because a , t 0 is a chain, a and s are comparable, other-ny1
ª ª 4  .  .wise, z9 s s , . . . , s , a , t 0 is a chain with e z9 ) e z . Suppose k )1 ny1 6
ª ª .1. If a F s , then consider the sequence s , . . . , s , sa , t 0 . Ifny1 1 ny16 6
ªª k ky1 lsa s xt 0, then s a ; s xt 0 ; at , a contradiction. sa is not a left
ªª ªfactor of s because s is not. Suppose that ab s s and s x sny1 n ny1 ny1
ª k ky1 k l .  .a . Then for k ) 1, we have s a ; s a bx ; a bx ; at , a con-
ªª tradiction. If a s s b , consider the chain z9 s s , . . . , s ,ny1 1 ny1ª ª .s s b , t 9 .n ny1
COROLLARY. If an efficient tackle with a crook is stopping at the point x,
 .then P x, y is right generated for all y.
4.3. LEMMA. Let s be a crook of the efficient tackle z as in the pre¨ious
ªªl t .  .lemma, let sa , at and sb , bh be loop contours. Then a and b are
comparable in xrP.
ª ª ª 4Proof. By 4.1, a , t 0 is a chain, therefore, a and s are compara-ny1
ª ª 4  .  .ble, otherwise, z9 s s , . . . , s , a , t 0 is a chain with e z9 ) e z .1 ny1ª
Analogously, b and s are comparable too.ny1 ª ª ªª ª ªFirst, suppose that a G s and b G s ; a s s a 9, b s s b9.ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1ª ªª ª ª .Consider the sequence a , s a 9, s b9, b , a , . . . . Because s andny2 ny2 ny1
ª ªs are not factors of each other, a and s a 9 are so as well asny2 ny2ª ª ª ªª ªs b9 and b. Therefore, a and b are comparable or a 9 and b9 that isny2
.the same because P is zigzag-free.
ªª ª ª 4Now suppose that a F s and b F s . By 4.1, a , t 0 is the chain,ny1 ny1
ª ª ª .  .and e s , . . . , s , a , t 0 ) e z , therefore, there exists a morphism w1 ny1 ªªª ª such that aw s s , and by the same reason, bx s s for some x seeny1 ny1ªª ª ª ª ª ª ªl t l.  .Fig. 3 . Consider the sequence a , t , w, x , h , b , a , . . . . t is not a right
ª ªª ª ª ª ª ª ªl k  .factor of the generator a . The assumption ja s t yields s a s a ja
ª ªk l t ./ 0, and s a ; a ja ; at . Analogously, b and h are not factors of
each other.
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FIGURE 3
ª ªªª ª ªª ª ªIf w is a right factor of x , then we have aw s s s bx s bzw, hence,ny1ª ªª ª ª ªa G b. Analogously, if x is a right factor of w, then a F b.
ª ª ªª ª ªª ªª ªl lThe equality w s t j implies s s aw s at j s s aj . Assumeny1 ny1ª ª ª ªª ª ªª ªª ª ªl lthat wj s t . Then at s awj s s xj , hence, xj / 0. Consider theny1ª ªª ª ª ª ªt .sequence a , x j , h , b , a , . . . . Because x is a one-sided point, a is not a
ª ª ª ª ª ªªª ª ª ª ª ªtright factor of xj . a s zxj implies b s sz , a contradiction. If xjz s h ,
ª ª ª ªª ªª ªª ª ªª ª ª ªª ªª ª ªt tthen sb s bh s bxjz s s jz s awjz s saz , hence, b G a , and if hny1ª ªª ªis a left factor of xj , we obtain b F a .
ª ª ª ªt tThe cases x F h and x G h are similar.
4.4. LEMMA. Let s be a crook of the efficient tackle z s s , . . . , s ;1 n
. x xx , . . . , x s x , c g K . Then there is an exact contour-function a g E such0 n
 4that supp a s s and c y d a ¨anishes on all loop contours of the form
 k s.s g , gw .
ªl .Proof. Let sa , at be a loop contour, where a is the minimal
ªelement among the morphisms g such that there exists a loop contour of
 s.  .  l.  .the form sg , gw . Set a s s c sa , at and a w s 0 if w / s . By
 t.Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, any other loop contour has the form sb , bh with
ª ªªb s ab9. 6 6 6 6
ª ª ªIf b s a 9b9, then b s ab9 s a 9b9 imply a s a 9 and sab9 s sb /
 t.  .  t.  .0. Then we have c sb , bh sc sa 9b9, sab9 qc sab9, bh sc a 9, a
 l .  l l .  l t.  .qc sab9, at b9 q c at b9, a 9t b9 q c a 9t b9, a 9b9h s c a 9, a
l l t l .  .  .  .qc sa , at q c a , a 9 q c t b9, b9h s c sa , at .
4.5. LEMMA. Let s be a crook of an efficient tackle. Then s is a clench.
Proof. Let s be a crook of the efficient tackle z s s , . . . , s s a ;1 n
ª.x , . . . , x s x , s s s , and let B be the set of arrows starting at the0 n n
point x except s . Similarly to 3.6, we have the following exact sequence,
0 ª K x rE x ª K xrE x ª K xr E x q K x ª 0. .B B B
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x x x  x x .By Lemma 3.4, K rE s 0. Show that K r E q K vanishes too.B B B
x  x x .Let c g K r E q K . By Lemma 4.4, we can suppose that c vanishesB
on all loop contours. Then we claim that c vanishes on all essential
contours.
 .Let an essential contour s p, q g supp c.
 .a Show that c vanishes on all essential contours of the form
ª ªk l .  .  .s a, at starting at x. Let a and t be generators of P x, y and P y, y ,
ªª ª ª ªu ¨ .respectively, where a g P x, y , and s s s , t s t . There are no arrows
ª ªªu m k l .stopping at x unlike s , therefore, s s s , and a s at . Then c s a, at
 k k u .  k u k u m.  k u m l¨qm .  l¨qms c s a, s a q c s a, s at q c s at , at q c at ,
l ¨ .  l ¨ l .  u k u .  m .  k uat q c at , at s c s , s q c a , a t q c s a ,
l¨ .  m .  l¨ l.  k u l¨ .at q c at , a q c t , t s 0 because s a , at is a loop contour.
 .b Suppose that p s su, q s s¨ , where s is a nonidentical path. Let
ª ªª ª ªªk l .u, ¨ : y ª z. If P y, z is right generated, and u s at , ¨ s at for some
ª ª k k l .  .  .generators a and t , then c s su, s¨ s c s su, s sat q c s sat , sat
 l .  k .   .  . lyk .  l .q c sat , s¨ s c u, at q c s sa , sa t q c at , ¨ s 0 because
x   .  . lyk .  .  .c g K and c s sa , sa t s 0 by a . Analogously, if P y, z is left
ª ª ª ª ª ªk l lyk .  .generated, u s t a , ¨ s t a , then c s su, s¨ s c s s, st .
 .c Now we can assume that p s b s, q s g t, where b and g are
 .different arrows. If the contour s p, q is stopping at the point y, then
ª ª .P x, y is right generated by Corollary 4.3. Let a and t be generators of
ª ªª ªª ªªk l .  .P x, y and P y, y , respectively. Then p s at , sa s at for some k, l,
 .  k .  k kql.  kq l .and c s p, q s c s p, sat q c sat , at q c at , q s 0 be-
x x x l .  .cause c g K r E q K , and sa , at is a loop contour.B
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Suppose P contains n points, and the theorem is true for all the
2 . 2 .smallest categories. Find a point x such that H P, Z , H P , Z , thenx
P consists of only n y 1 points, and we complete the proof by inductionx
on n. Start with arbitrary point x . If x is an isolated point, set x s x ,0 0 0
x then K s 0. Otherwise, choose an efficient tackle z s s , . . . , s ;1 n
.x , . . . , x among the tackles starting at x .0 n 0
ªLet a be a hook of z, a s s . If a is a loop, then set x s x , and byn n
2 . 2 .Lemma 4.5, H P, Z , H P , Z . If a is not a loop, choose a staple a 9:x
x ª y by Lemma 3.5, and then by Lemma 3.6, a 9 is a clench. Thus, byny1
hook}by staple or by crook, we obtain a clench, and by 2.2, the theorem
is proved.
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